How Can We Help
Improve Mental
Health for All?
In the midst of a national mental health crisis,
providers are struggling to better serve their
patients. Revenue cycle management challenges
negatively impact the patient experience and
providers’ bottom line.
Top provider concerns

86%

report observing examples of worsening patient
health and social conditions, including higher
levels of mental health concerns.1

48%

say identifying errors before claims
submission is the biggest claims
management challenge.3

Despite high demand,

45%

of U.S psychiatrists do
not accept any form of
health insurance.2

It doesn’t have to be this way. According to recent research,
85% of claims denials are avoidable.4

Automated revenue cycle management can
help providers:
Reclaim your time

by automating RCM processes

Increase patient access

by accepting insurance plans

Accelerate reimbursements

by reducing denials and write-offs

Simplify claims submissions

with batch eligibility verifications

Discover how automated claims management
helped one psychotherapist grow her practice.

consistently and quickly. I know that the claims
are correct and accurate, and the platform just

“

“

With [Inovalon], I know I can expect to be paid

works really well and really quickly. Whenever
I have delays, it’s almost always because of
something on the payer’s end.
- Joan P. Fox, MA, LCSWR5
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